ENTANET GIGABIT PASSIVE OPTICAL NETWORK (GPON)

Entanet GPON is a highly cost effective form of full-fibre Internet access connectivity for businesses
looking to balance exceptionally high speed with price while retaining critical reliability. Our
connections are available at either 500Mbps or 1Gbps.
Businesses increasingly relying
on cloud computing and remote
solutions need an Internet
connection that supports their
growing bandwidth requirements.
Having a pure fibre connection
directly into the business premises
gives access to gigabit-capable
speeds without the potential
bottleneck found in copper EFM
and - only partly-fibre - FTTC/GEA
connections. As a result, customers
benefit from increased efficiency

and productivity. Full fibre services
are also less susceptible to the
effects of bad weather, experience
fewer incidences of theft and
are unaffected by electrical
interference.
Entanet manages the access
technology effectively by splitting
and continuing the pure fibre
connection to no more than 8
business customer premises. This
approach delivers a consistently

reliable service even in the near
impossible event that all of the
connections are used at their
maximum simultaneously. Our
pledge to customers is that if we
see evidence that their experience
is significantly compromised by
GPON delivery, we’ll add capacity
to fix it.
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KEY FEATURES
Growing availability in UK cities
Delivery typically in 65 working days
Comprehensive 100% SLA
6 business hour return to service guarantee
24/7 UK support
No downtime or upgrade charge when accessing up to
Gigabit speeds
Unlimited usage
Compact (10.2 x 7.6 x 3.2cm) network termination unit

WHY GPON?
Entanet GPON is an extremely
effective way for businesses to
benefit from the exceptionally high
speed and reliability provided by a
full fibre connection, at a relatively
low price point compared to other
access methods. As such it is
positioned between hybrid fibre/
copper or FTTP broadband and
more costly fibre Ethernet options
such as dedicated leased lines. As
a full fibre service akin to a fibre
leased line, our GPON solution
provides essential benefits to
business customers. Unlimited
usage, and the absence of upgrade
charges and downtime when

accessing up to Gigabit speeds
gives them the flexibility they
seek; while our comprehensive
Service Level Agreement, rapid
return to service guarantee and
24/7 UK support from our technical
specialists underpins their need
for reliability and connected
confidence.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO CONNECTVITY
Learn where Entanet GPON fits into the connectivity
market
Read our free eBook
Visit www.enta.net/connectivityscale to learn more
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